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TARGET CLASSES

We have a broad appetite by trade with clients in many 
sectors, including infrastructure, chemical, engineering, 
wholesale, retail, food and beverage. We target  
well-managed clients with robust governance and risk 
management philosophy combined with appropriate 
self-insured retentions (Limited appetite for the following 
classes Stand Alone terrorism, Single Peril coverages,  
T & D Lines, Agriculture and Livestock).

CAPACITY

Up to U.S. $120M (or local currency equivalent) driven by 
occupancy, location and risk quality.

TERRITORIES

Worldwide, excluding North American domiciled risks.

UNDERWRITING STRATEGY

•  Ability to offer capacity on Direct or Facultative  
Reinsurance Basis (Primary, Excess of Loss or Quota Share)

• Writing via both Allied World’s wholly owned Lloyd’s  
 Syndicate 2232 as well as the Company platform

• Distribution through Global, National or selectively  
 chosen Independent brokers

• Offering expert and bespoke proposition to brokers and  
 clients, through the provision of underwriting expertise  
 and claims service excellence

• Can be written in conjunction with Casualty and other  
 lines of business

•  Pragmatic approach taken on accounts with volatile loss 
histories

MULTINATIONAL COVERAGE

For more information on Multinational Coverage  
available via our Fairfax WorldWide platform, please 
contact the listed underwriters or visit us online at  
www.fairfaxworldwide.com

RISK MANAGEMENT AND LOSS CONTROL

Risk management and loss control is core to Allied World’s 
proactive approach to insurance. It is embedded in our 
underwriting process and is a key differentiator of our  
client service offerings.

CLAIMS SUPPORT CLIENTS CAN COUNT ON

Allied World’s claims team has significant expertise across 
numerous product lines and is committed to the highest 
levels of professionalism, responsiveness and good faith in  
claims handling. 
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Senior Vice President  
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E. graeme.owens@awac.com
T. +44 207 220 0626

Duncan Gorton  
ACII Chartered Insurer
Vice President 
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E. duncan.gorton@awac.com
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Ben Guarino 
ACII Chartered Insurer
Assistant Vice President 
Property Division
E. ben.guarino@awac.com
T.  +44 207 220 0625

Ashley Blake Cert CII
Senior Underwriter 
Property Division
E. ashley.blake@awac.com
T. +44 20 7220 0647

Thomas Henry
Underwriter 
Property Division
E. thomas.henry@awac.com
T. +44 207 220 0620

Jack Cooper 
ACII Chartered Insurer
Underwriter 
Property Division
E. jack.cooper@awac.com
T. +44 207 220 0714

CONTACTS

Our Property team provides responsive insurance solutions to protect clients against damage to property, and any resulting 
business interruption. At Allied World, we pride ourselves on being a committed and long-term insurance provider and 
partner. We are willing to consider complex risks, drawing on our extensive industry experience to identify creative 
responses. In a market dominated by larger insurers that are often encumbered with rigid procedures, we take the time  
to understand our clients’ risks and create service driven solutions to meet their specific needs.
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Coverage is subject to the satisfaction of applicable regulatory licensing requirements and will be provided through appropriately licensed insurance intermediaries. Actual coverage may vary and is subject to 
policy language as issued. Risk management services are provided by or arranged through AWAC Services Company (Ireland) Limited, a member company of Allied World. Allied World Europe coverage 
will be underwritten by Allied World Assurance Company (Europe) dac, which is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best, “A3” (Good) by Moody’s and “A-” (Strong) by 
Standard & Poor’s. Coverage underwritten within Switzerland is by Allied World Assurance Company, AG, which is regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority and is rated “A-” (Strong) by 
Standard & Poor’s. Allied World Syndicate 2232 coverage will be underwritten by Allied World Syndicate 2232. Syndicate 2232 is managed by Allied World Managing Agency Limited, which is authorised 
by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Lloyd’s market is rated “A+” (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s and “AA-” (Very 
Strong) by Fitch Ratings. Coverage underwritten through the Fairfax WorldWide platform will be underwritten by an insurance subsidiary of Allied World Assurance Company Holdings, Ltd, another Fairfax 
insurance subsidiary or another licensed insurance provider. © 2019 Allied World Assurance Company Holdings, Ltd, a Fairfax company. All rights reserved.
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FINANCIAL STRENGTH

Allied World recognises the importance of having a carrier with the 
financial strength to be there when your clients need it. We believe that 
our ratings, conservative balance sheet, expanding scope of operations 
and solid capital base put us in a superior position to withstand future 
economic upheavals and provide our insureds the protection they need.

Allied World’s Lloyd’s Syndicate 2232 benefits from the ratings assigned 
to the Lloyd’s market: A (Excellent) from A.M. Best, A+ (Strong) from 
Standard & Poor’s and AA- (Very Strong) Fitch ratings. In addition, we are 
part of the Lloyd’s chain of security and as a result all policies written by 
Syndicate 2232 are backed by the Lloyd’s central fund.
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